
 

 

 

 Abstract—These Naïve Bayesian (NB) classifiers are a well-

known and powerful type of classifiers. If we ignore conditional 

independence assumption of attributes, the simplicity and accuracy of 

this method will decrease. In this Paper, we propose a novel model 

Based on Decision Tree, called "Information Gain-Naïve 

Bayesian"(IG-NB). The objective of this work is to improve the 

results of the NB algorithm. IG-NB starts by selecting the attributes 

with the least ability of separation based on Information Gain in the 

first level of ID3. The remained attributes will send to Naïve 

Bayesian Algorithm. The preprocessing attributes in our method 

improves Naïve Bayesian efficiency. Moreover, IG-NB method can 

increase rate and accuracy of Naïve Bayesian algorithm because of 

deleting low importance attributes. The IG-NB method has been 

tested in five different UCI datasets and results indicate acceptable 

efficiency. 

 

Keywords—Classification, Naive Bayesian, Decision Tree, 

Entropy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

WO of the most widely used and successful methods of 

classification are ID3 Decision Trees and Naïve Bayesian 

(NB) [1][2]. 

Several researchers have emphasized on the issue of 

redundant attributes, as well as advantages of feature selection 

for the Naïve Bayesian classifier, not only for induction 

learning [2]. Pazzani [16,17 explorers the methods of joining 

two (or more) related attributes into a new compound 

attributes where the attributes dependence are present [2]. 

Another method, boosting on Naïve Bayesian Classifier [18] 

has been experimented by applying series of classifiers to the 

problem and paying more attention to the example 

misclassified by its predecessor [1]. However, it was shown 

that it fail on average in a set of natural domain [3]. Hall and 

Frank investigated a simple semi-naïve Bayesian ranking 

method that combines Naïve Bayesian with induction of 

decision tables. Langley and Sage [19] use a wrapper 

approach for the subset selection to only select relevant feature 

for NB. 

Naïve Bayesian can suffer from oversensitivity to redundant 

and/or irrelevant attributes [2]. If two or more attributes are 

highly correlated, they receive too much weight in the final 

decision as to which class an example belongs to [2].This lead 

to a decline in accuracy of prediction in domains with 

correlated features [2]. Unlike the Naïve Bayesian, ID3 does 

not suffer from this problem, because if two attributes are 
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correlated, it will not be possible to use both of them to split 

the training set, since this would lead to exactly the same split, 

which makes no difference to the existing tree. This get is one 

of the main reasons ID3 performs better than NB on domains 

with correlated attributes. It has been shown that Naïve 

Bayesian Classifier is extremely effective in practice and 

difficult to improve upon [2,20]. 

In this Paper, we present a new method (Information Gain-

Naïve Bayesian) to improve efficiency of the Naïve Bayesian 

classifier.  

IG-NB method increase rate and accuracy of Naïve 

Bayesian algorithm because of deleting low importance 

attributes. ID3's calculations gain these attributes. Figure 1 

show the architecture of IG-NB method for Improvement 

Naïve Bayesian Classifier.  

The paper is organized as follows: the background of 

classifier, including features and problems is explained in 

section2. In section 3, we give a brief introduction to ID3 

Decision Tree. Section 4 describes proposed method (IG-NB). 

Experimental evaluation and conclusion are given in section 5 

and 6, respectively. 

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION 

The Naive Bayesian Classifier technique is based on the so-

called Bayesian theorem and is particularly suited when the 

dimensionality of the inputs is high. Despite its simplicity, 

Naive Bayesian can often outperform more sophisticated 

classification methods. In this section we describe Naïve 

Bayesian algorithm, features and problem.  

A. Algorithm Description 

Naïve Bayesian classifier is one of the most effective and 

efficient classification algorithms for machine learning and 

data mining. This Classifier is a straightforward and frequently 

used method for supervised learning [5]. It provides a flexible 

way for dealing with any number of attributes or classes, and 

is based on probability theory. It is the asymptotically fastest 

learning algorithm that examines all its training input. It has 

been demonstrated to perform surprisingly well in a very wide 

variety of problems in spite of the simplistic nature of the 

model [2].  

Let 1( ,..., )nX X X be a vector of observed random variables, 

called features, where each feature takes values from its 

domain
iD . The set of all feature vectors (examples, or states), 

is denoted 1 ... nD D   . Let C be an unobserved random 

variable denoting the class of an example, where C can take 

one of m values {0,..., 1}c m  . Capital letters, such as Xi, will 
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denote variables, while lower-case letters such as
ix  , will 

denote their values; boldface letters will denote vectors [21]. 

 

 
 

 Fig.1 The system architecture of IG-NB method 

 

A function : {0,..., 1}g m  , where ( )g x C , denotes a 

concept to be learned. Deterministic g(x) corresponds to a 

concept without noise, which always assigns the same class to 

a given example (e.g., disjunctive and conjunctive concepts 

are deterministic). In general, however, a concept can be 

noisy, yielding a random function g(x) [21]. 

A classifier is defined by a (deterministic) function 
: {0,..., 1}h m   (a hypothesis) that assigns a class to any 

given example. A common approach is to associate each class 

I with a discriminate function 
( ), 0,..., 1if x i m 

, and let the 

classifier select the class with maximum function on a given 

example: {0,..., 1}( ) arg max ( )i m ih x f x 
. 

The Bayesian classifier 
*( )h x (that we also call Bayesian-

optimal classifier and denote BO(x)), uses as discriminate 

functions the class posterior probabilities given a feature 

vector, i.e. 
*( ) ( | )if x P C i X x   . Applying Bayesian gives 

( | ) ( )
( | )

( )

P X x C i P C i
P C i X x

P X x

  
  

 , where P(X=x) is 

identical for all classes, and therefore can be ignored. This 

yields Bayesian discriminate functions 

*( ) ( | ) ( )if x P X x C i P C i     
                          (1) 

  

Where ( | )P X x C i   is called the class-conditional 

probability distribution (CPD). Thus, the Bayesian classifier 

find the maximum a posterior probability (MAP) hypothesis 

given example x. 
*( ) arg max ( | ) ( )

i
h x P X x C i P C i   

 
(2) 

 

However, direct estimation of P(X=x |C=i) from a given set 

of training examples is hard when the feature space high-

dimensional. Therefore, approximations are commonly used, 

such as using the simplifying assumption that features are 

independent given the class. This yields the naïve Bayesian 

classifier NB(x) defined by discriminate functions. 

1( ) ( | )NB n

i j j jf x P X x C i  
 

(3) 
 

The probability of a classification error or risk of a classifier 

h is defined as 

* *

( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( ( ) ( )) ( ) { ( ( ) ( ))}

, ( )

x

x

R h P h X g X

P h x g x P X x E P h x g x

R R h



  

   





                (4)       

 

Where xE is the expectation over x. denotes the Bayesian 

error (Bayesian risk). 

We say that classifier h is optimal on a given problem if its 

risk coincides with the Bayesian risk. Assuming there is no 

noise (i.e. zero Bayesian risk), a concept is called separable by 

a set of function { ( ) | 0..., 1}cS f x c m    if every example x is 

classified correctly when using each ( )cf x  as discriminate 

functions. 

As a measure of dependence between two features kX
and 

jX  we use the class-conditional mutual information [22], 

which can be defined as  

 
( ; | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( , | )k j k j k jI X X C H X C H X C H X X C  

 (5) 

, 

Where  ( | )H A C  is the class-conditional entropy of A, defined 

as: 

( ) ( | ) log ( | )
i t

P C i P A t C i P A t C i      
 

(6) 

Mutual information is zero when kX and jX  are mutually 

independent given class C, and increase with increasing level 

of dependence, reaching the maximum when one of feature is 

deterministic function of the other [21]. 

In naive Bayesian classifiers, every feature gets a say in 

determining which label should be assigned to a given input 

value. To choose a label for an input value, the naive Bayesian 

classifier begins by calculating the prior probability of each 

label, which is determined by checking frequency of each 

label in the training set. The contribution from each feature is 

then combined with this prior probability, to arrive at a 

likelihood estimate for each label. The label whose likelihood 

estimate is the highest is then assigned to the input value. 

Figure 2 illustrates this process. 
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Fig.2 An abstract illustration of the procedure used by the naive 

Bayesian classifier to choose the topic for a document. 
 

Naive Bayesian begins by calculating the prior probability 

of each label, based on how frequently each label occurs in the 

training data. Every feature then contributes to the likelihood 

estimate for each label, by multiplying it by the probability 

that input values with that label will have that feature. The 

resulting likelihood score can be thought of as an estimate of 

the probability that a randomly selected value from the 

training set would have both the given label and the set of 

features, assuming that the feature probabilities are all 

independent.  

B. Feature of Naïve Bayesian  

Surprisingly, simple Naïve Bayesian classifier with strong 

assumption of independence among attributes is competitive 

with state-of-the-art classifiers and has good performance in a 

wide variety of domains including many domains where there 

are clear dependencies between the attributes.  

NB classification is simple and computationally efficient. 

All the probabilities required to build a NB classifier can be 

found in one scan and the model can be updated easily. 

Therefore training is linear in both the number of instances 

and attributes, which is one of the great strengths of NB [5, 6]. 

In addition, since the model has the form of a product, it can 

be converted into a sum through the use of logarithms with 

significant consequent computational advantages [7]. 

Compared to other classifiers, NB requires relatively little 

data for training. It trains very quickly, requires little storage 

space during both training and classification, is easily 

implemented, and do not have lot of parameters such as 

Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines [7, 8]. 

Other advantages of NB classifier involve its 

implementation and transparency. NB classification takes into 

account evidence from many attributes to make the final 

prediction and is very transparent; it is easily grasped by users 

like physicians who find that probabilistic explanations 

replicate their way of diagnosing [9, 10]. NB is naturally 

robust to missing values since these are simply ignored in 

computing probabilities and hence have no impact on the final 

decision [7, 11]. In addition to missing values, NB is also 

robust to noise and irrelevant attributes and therefore it has 

attracted much attention from researchers [12]. 

C. Problems with Naïve Bayesian  

The central assumption in Naïve Bayesian classification is 

that given a particular class membership, the probabilities of 

particular attributes having particular values are independent 

of each other [2]. However, this assumption is often violated 

in reality. For example, in demographic data, many attributes 

have obvious dependencies, such as age and income [2]. 

NB is extremely effective in practice and difficult to 

improve upon, however NB can suffer from oversensitivity to 

redundant or irrelevant attributes [5]. If two or more attributes 

are highly correlated, they receive too much weight in the final 

decision as to which class an example belongs to. This leads to 

a decline in accuracy of prediction in domains with correlated 

features. Since NB may place too much weight on the 

influence from the two attributes, and too little on the other 

attributes, which can result in classification bias [5] [13-15]. 

Although it has been explained by [4] that NB can work 

well in some cases where the attribute independence 

assumption is violated, but the fact remains that probability 

estimation is less accurate and performance degrades when 

attribute independence does not hold. Therefore, many 

techniques have been developed to reduce the ―naivety‖ of the 

NB classifier and previous research has shown that variants of 

NB technique that explicitly adjust the naïve strategy can 

improve upon the prediction accuracy of the NB classifier in 

many domains [5]. 

However, some researchers have shown that although 

irrelevant features should theoretically not hurt the accuracy of 

Naïve Bayesian, they do degrade performance in practice 

[2][13]. This paper illustrates that if those redundant and/or 

irrelevant attributes are eliminated, the performance of Naïve 

Bayesian classifier can significantly increase. 

III. DECISION TREE  

A decision tree is a tree in which each branch node 

represents a choice between a number of alternatives, and each 

leaf node represents a decision. 

Decision tree are commonly used for gaining information 

for the purpose of decision making. Decision tree starts with a 

root node on which it is for users to take actions. From this 

node, users split each node recursively according to decision 

tree learning algorithm. The final result is a decision tree in 

which each branch represents a possible scenario of decision 

and its outcome. Decision tree learning is one of the most 

widely used and practical methods for inductive inference [6].  

Decision trees classify instances by traverse from root node 

to leaf node. We start from root node of decision tree, testing 

the attribute specified by this node, and then moving down the 

tree branch according to the attribute value in the given set. 

This process is the repeated at the sub tree level. 

The three widely used decision tree learning algorithms are: 

ID3, ASSISTANT and C4.5. We will use ID3 in this paper. 

The basic decision tree structure is shown in figure 3. 
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 Fig.3 Basic decision tree structure 

 

A. Decision Tree Learning Algorithm-ID3 Basic 
 

ID3 is a simple decision tree learning algorithm developed 

by Ross Quinlan (1983). The basic idea of ID3 algorithm is to 

construct the decision tree by employing a top-down, greedy 

search through the given sets to test each attribute at every tree 

node. In order to select the attribute that is most useful for 

classifying a given sets use a metric-information gain. 

To find an optimal way to classify learning set, we need to do 

is to minimize the questions asked (i.e. minimizing the depth 

of the tree). Thus, we need some function which can measure 

which questions provide the most balanced splitting. The 

information gain metric is such a function. 

The main ideas behind the ID3 algorithm are: 

 Each non-leaf node of a decision tree corresponds to an 

input attribute, and each arc to a possible value of that 

attribute. A leaf node corresponds to the expected value of 

the output attribute when the input attributes are described 

by the path from the root node to that leaf node. 

 In a ―good‖ decision tree, each non-leaf node should 

correspond to the input attribute which is the most 

informative about the output attribute amongst all the 

input attributes not yet considered in the path from the 

root node to that node. This is because we would like to 

predict the output attribute using the smallest possible 

number of questions on average. 

 Entropy is used to determine how informative a particular 

input attribute is about the output attribute for a subset of 

the training data. Entropy is a measure of uncertainty in 

communication systems introduced by Shannon (1948). It 

is fundamental in modern information theory. 

 

B. Entropy[6] 

Entropy measure homogeneity of learning set. Without loss 

of generality assume that the resulting decision tree classifies 

instances into two categories. We can call them P (positive) 

and N (negative). 

S is a set that contain positive and negative targets. The 

entropy of S related to this Boolean classification is: 

 

2 2( ) log logEntropy S p p p p       (7) 

 

p is proportion of positive examples in S. 

p is proportion of negative examples in S. 
 

Entropy is a measure of the impurity in a collection of 

training sets. You will see at the following that how it is 

related to the optimization of our decision making in 

classifying the instances. 

 

C. Information Gain [6] 
 

Information Gain measure the expected reduction in 

Entropy. To minimize the decision tree depth, we need to 

select the optimal attribute for splitting the tree node, which 

we can easily imply that the attribute with the most entropy 

reduction is the best choice. 

The information gain, Gain(S, A) of an attribute A is:  

 

( )

( , ) ( )

| |
( )

| |

v
v

v Values A

Gain S A Entropy S

S
Entropy S

S

 


 

(8) 

 

We can use this notion of gain to rank attributes and to 

build decision trees where at each node is located the attribute 

with greatest gain among the attributes not yet considered in 

the path from the root. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD (INFORMATION GAIN-NAÏVE 

BAYESIAN) 

As described in section 2, one of the Naïve Bayesian 

problems is that, if some attributes have high dependence to 

each other, they will get high weight for dependency of a 

sample to a special class. This will decrease prediction 

accuracy in Domains with dependent attributes. But, ID3 

learning method doesn't have this problem. Because, if we 

have two dependent attributes, this method won’t use them 

simultaneously for splitting training set. 

On the other hand, Naïve Bayesian learning algorithm is 

sensitive to initial parameters and must survive a learning 

stage. This phase is done by human or an algorithm and is 

very time consuming. 

In this paper, we suggest a new method for improvement 

Naïve Bayesian Algorithm. In the proposed method, we use 

ID3 learning algorithm scales .i.e. first we calculate 

Information Gain for all attributes in the first level, then 

because of this issue that Naïve Bayesian is dependent on 

attribute values and they values is high effectiveness in final 

result, we delete attributes with less information- gain values 

within all attributes. Then remained attributed will send to 

Naïve Bayesian Classifier. Number of attributes that can be 

deleted is diverse and dependent to number, importance and 

correlation within attributes. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION  

Table 1 compares IG-NB and NB Algorithms on five UCI 

datasets (monk1, monk2, monk3, wine and abalone). Result 

show that proposed method improve NB algorithm on four 
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dataset. The sum of removed noisy feature for abalone dataset 

can change final results.   

  Table 2 and Figure 6 compare IG-NB and NB Algorithms 

on three UCI datasets. These three sets are 2-classes. The 

classifier accuracy is determined by False Negative (FN), 

False Positive (FP) and Accuracy criterion. False positives 

result when a test falsely or incorrectly reports a positive 

result. On the other hand, false negatives result when a test 

falsely or incorrectly reports a negative result and accuracy is: 

TP TN
Accuracy

TP TN FP FN




  
 

        

(9) 

TP: True Positive, TN: True Negative, FP: False Positive, FN: 

False Negative 

As mentioned, NB classification is simple and 

computationally efficient.  For these five datasets, Train is 

very quickly and requires little storage space during both 

training and classification. Also, NB is robust to noise and 

irrelevant attributes. The Proposed method by removing the 

noisy attributes can have good effect on training and testing 

time.  

In Figure 4 and 5 the performance of Naïve Bayesian 

algorithm and its improved version for four UCI dataset is 

shown. 

The results confirm the initial hypotheses. The performance 

of the proposed IG-NB classifier is quite impressive. Its 

accuracy is better than the NB on the presented domains.  

 

 
 

Fig.4  NB and IG-NB Comparison on 4 UCI Datasets (1) 

 

 

 
Fig.5  NB and IG-NB Comparison on 4 UCI Datasets (2) 

 

 
Fig.6  FP and FN Criterion Evaluation on three UCI Datasets 

VI. CONCLUSION  
 

Naïve Bayesian classifier is one of the most effective and 

efficient classification algorithms based on applying Bayesian 

theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions. Many 

techniques have been developed to reduce the ―naivety‖ of the 

NB classifier and previous research has shown that variants of 

NB can improve upon the prediction accuracy of the NB 

classifier in many domains. On the other hand, we believe that 

ID3 does not use redundant attributes in constructing decision 

trees, since they cannot generate different splits of training 

data.In this paper we suggest a simple method that use ID3 

decision tree for specifying the noisy features. After deleting 

the selective attributes, remained attributes send to Naïve 

Bayesian classifier for classification. This is to be used to 

improve Naïve Bayesian learning. The empirical evidence 

shows that this method is very fast and surprisingly successful. 

This Selective Naïve Bayesian classifier (we called IG-NB) is 

asymptotically at least as accurate as the basic Naïve Bayesian 

on each of the domains on which the experiments were 

performed. Also, it learns faster than both ID3 and NB on each 

of these domains.  

TABLE I 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR NAÏVE BAYESIAN AND IG-NAÏVE BAYESIAN 
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2 429 123 71.30 69.91 Monk1 

2 430 168 63.19 62.73 Monk2 

2 431 121 90.28 89.81 Monk3 

3 128 50 94.82 93.75 Wine 

2 3777 400 45.51 45.99 Abalone 

3 3777 400 45.88 45.99 Abalone 
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TABLE II 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (NB AND IGNB) OF THE 2 CLASSES DATA SETS 

WITH FN AND FP CRITERION  

FP FN Accuracy Dataset 

88 44 69.91 Monk1(NB) 

86 44 71.30 Monk1(IGNB) 

36 125 62.73 Monk2(NB) 

33 126 63.19 Monk2(IGNB) 

0 44 89.81 Monk3(NB) 

0 42 90.28 Monk3(IGNB) 
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